li mition of arms favored by Carter

Selling is not just for warm weather. In fact, in Lake Geneva, Wis., rumors take across a two-mile
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By PATRICIA LACROSSE
State News Staff Writer

BERKELEY, Calif. — The Berkeley City Council will discuss and vote on a resolution to approve
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RELATIONS WITH SOVIETS MAY RESUME
Spain's cabinet approves law

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Spanish cabinet approved on Tuesday, an agreement
and sale the way the Congress
named party to become royal and
for the other American forces from
political party and which has been
against the Spanish Civil war of
American government, with
comes in to mobilize in Spain from
rights ofwig leadership
under Gen. Francisco Franco,
would not be acceptable.
A low paying "political sentence"
proved last June permitted
the "political sentence," the
the Government.
The new measure states that
political parties may become
with the Spanish Democrats, it
also feared the new cards
instead of the present governments
will make the system more
direct and more open to all political parties,
without allowing them to qualify in order to
change their political preferences for the next political party.
This was seen as a more applied popular measures when
the voters go to the polls this spring in Spain's first
even presidential elections in all

Resumption of flu shot ordered for elderly.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Acting on advice of
Secretary Joseph Califano Jr., Thursday, of the accupation
of the state for elderly and chronically
the United States and now either
in the United States and now either
half of the U.S. population.

House backs bribery investigation

WASHINGTON (AP) — Full house
of an investigation into alleged
behalf of Newsweek magazine,
inalized to influence members with gifts and
promotions of President Carter and his
committee approved for a
House vote, scheduled for today
backing the Ethics Committee
how to conduct a full and complete
any investigation.

Publisher convicted of selling obscenity

CINCINNATI (AP) — Harleq magazine
publisher Larry Flynt and his corporation
were convicted Tuesday of engaging in
in Cincinnati on
and pending
he said the business was
in the Hamilton County Common Pleas Court.
Judge William J. Brown Jr. said Flynt
sent two to seven years in prison and a
$5,395 fine, plus a
for conviction of engaging in organized crime.
A concurrent sentence of six months to

House holds vote on aid

WASHINGTON (AP) — House
of an investigation into alleged
behalf of Newsweek magazine,
inalized to influence members with gifts and
promotions of President Carter and his
committee approved for a
House vote, scheduled for today
backing the Ethics Committee
how to conduct a full and complete
any investigation.

Publisher convicted of selling obscenity

CINCINNATI (AP) — Harleq magazine
publisher Larry Flynt and his corporation
were convicted Tuesday of engaging in
in Cincinnati on
and pending
he said the business was
in the Hamilton County Common Pleas Court.
Judge William J. Brown Jr. said Flynt
sent two to seven years in prison and a
$5,395 fine, plus a
for conviction of engaging in organized crime.
A concurrent sentence of six months to

Group seeks halt of utility cut-offs

LANSING (UPI) — The Michigan League
for Human Rights, Tuesday the
protest state action in
rural areas.

State government has within its
powers to provide assistance to
welfare recipients and other low
House voted to guard League
President Albert J. Dunwoody.

Kelley requests overturn of increase

LANSING (UPI) — Arty. Gen. Frank J.
Kelley testimony Monday before the
Committee in Harris Township last month
to the Detroit Edison Co.
Kelley said on the stand, speaking
Jan. 7 by the state Public Service
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The all-University Elections Committee, because the AABMC Constitution says the vacancy should be filled through a recall election. "The way it was written, it was seen as having to go on only constitutionally," he said.

Before deciding to strike the recall, the then-sitting president and the then-vice president wanted to appear in court and have the original copies of the petitions that had gathered 150 signatures, he said.

He said that decided to strike the recall because, "I know what the AG thought and I know what the AG said."

A graduate assistant: "I don't know what my professor said, but I do know my professor said it was unconstitutional.

A graduate assistant: "I don't know if it's constitutional or not, but I do know if there's a recall it will be unconstitutional."
Cries of reverse discrimination are too often unfounded and falsely justified enough to endanger society. The battle to determine the fate of badly needed affirmative action programs must continue.

Injuries that women and minorities have long suffered are still suffering and can not even begin to be compensated for without a plan to preserve and extend this battle. Presidential treatment to minority groups, in some instances, means discrimination to nonminority groups, thus creating an upsurge against affirmative action programs in prime competitive positions.

The bulk of criticisms is badly being directed at the affirmative action programs themselves, rather than at the system that made such programs necessary originally.

What's even sadder is that a great many affirmative action programs have never been well organized or enforced, anyway. Many schools, universities, and other public agencies, including MSU, have fallen short of reaching the affirmative action goals they set for themselves. The reason why is that if there was any straightforward and objective fashion in which to determine if they were meeting their goals; they would just another classic example of administrators putting policy on paper and leaving it at that.

We may never know. The often overused cry of reverse discrimination to dismiss or completely destroy all affirmative action programs, such as the one we could only put America further back, is a way of denying opportunities within the reach of all people.

In a landmark decision last fall the California Supreme Court ruled that special admissions programs for minorities are unconstitutional because they discriminate against whites.

As stated by Ralph Smith of the National Association of Black Lawyers, "If the Supreme Court upheld its decision it would have a catastrophic effect, wiping out affirmative action that has been used for thirty years to bring opportunity to the historically disfavored minority groups." Though we are not following a Supreme Court decision, the effect on minority groups would still be disastrous.

MSU and its students deserve at least that.

### Letter to the Editor

**Show spirit**

Why does the State News mock us, continually degrading MSU alumni and students? The entire article is based on a false perception of us, young people of today, and even includes accurate information of us. These two are doing their best to try to humanize us and yet turn us into the cardboard figures of yesterday. We have shown you no desire to be spiritless and yet you insist on doing so.

None of us accepts the decision that the rathouse or the city council make. We have bills to pay, and a hell of a lot of work to do. We are not the worst we've seen because we want to be. None of us says that we don't have the right to our views. The students of today are not the worst we've seen, but we are the best.

**Stop the mall**

TheArticle is a winner east to the East Lansing City Council regarding the proposed Fishman-Hutton shopping mall. This is a misstep of $100 million

### Viewpoint: Israel Question

Rhetoric will not bring peace

In the name of D.R. al-Fayed and the people of Israel, there is no justice in appealing this or appealing that. Justice means acceptance of a peaceful way in the Middle East and an agreement on solutions to problems that have not yet been solved. The Arab leaders are in favor of this, and the peace is in favor of this. They want to see a stable region where life is in peace, order and harmony. They want to see a region where no one will be harmed. They want to see a region that is not Fill up with hatred and anger.

The Arabs are not at war with Jews, they just cannot tolerate them and the violence, and the violence between them is not normal behavior, it is not a normal behavior. They are not a normal behavior. They are not a normal behavior. They are not a normal behavior.

In the long run, it is important to remember that justice for them is from real peace. They want to see a region where no one will be harmed. They want to see a region that is not Fill up with hatred and anger.
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Sparks lose national prestige

_matched lack necessary funds

By TOM SHANAHAN
State News Staff Writer

MSU wrestling is apparently counted in a dollar amount.

After making a national pow-
er out of Spartan wrestling when coach Craig Peninger came to be in 1982, MSU is now ranked 4th in 
coaching against the conference, 
placing more aggressive pro-

Peninger's name was an unmarked name for Big Ten, a national power, two
years in Madison, Wisconsin, a
two-year player.

But now even Big Ten schools with more financial 

have uncovered the story. The Big Ten is 

earning one of the most profitable 

seasons as it is currently ranked No. 1 in Wisconsin No. 2 in 

Michigan and Michigan State is in the top ten.

We can't go against schools like Iowa, Michigan, and 

Michigan State, who have加 

their program and expect to win when 

we have won or lost on yardage.

Peninger said, after the demolition job in capturing Saturday, 10th.

It was a fourth time in its 

whole schedule MSU's best 

in a school ranked in the top 

in the nation. In such cases, 

with more financial backing.

Right now we expect our 

budget to increase in the near 

tomorrow and Thursday. "As it stays 

the same," said Peninger, 

saying his team is still growing.

MSU is currently ranked 14

for their､

injury. The campus in rebuilding 

now.

With Peninger's name was an unmarked 

name for Big Ten, a national power. 

said, "We've had some good 

recruiting years and feel our 

recruiting effort this year is 

worth it. We have all of 

administration and coaching 

in place and pushing the pro-

gram," he said.

Now it's established and we 

were No. 1 and No. 2 rankings 

it means to keep the program up," 

coached.

The Hawkeyes' winning 

seasons has established us as a major 

concern, as they are in the 

most profitable seasons as it is 

currently ranked No. 1 in 

Wisconsin No. 2 in Michigan 

and Michigan State is in the 

top ten.
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By CATHY CROWN
News-Sports Writer

Spartan five beat Wayne State

The University of Iowa basketball team beat Wayne State, 70-66, Tuesday, after a game that MU coach Arvus Link said was a game the Spartans "lost themselves" in.

"It was like a game to me," explained Link, as he broke up the three teams, which also includes Minnesota State and Wayne State.

The Spartans will travel to Mount Pleasant tonight, to play their last game before the Big Ten championships this weekend.

The game was called by the second game, which won by 20 points, and the Spartans lost by 30 minutes, 30-55.

The Spartans, which were the Big Ten's hot team, will play the winner of the Illinois State games on Friday night.

Iowa lost the game, Link said, in the second period, when the Spartans scored 20 points.

By CATHY CROWN

WOMEN TO MEET CENTRAL MICHIGAN

Defeat Assures Losing Slate

Iowa leaps by cagers

Iowa State Women's basketball team will play in the 12-game season against 30 division, 70-66, Tuesday, after a game that MU coach Arvus Link said was a game the Spartans "lost themselves" in.

"It was like a game to me," explained Link, as he broke up the three teams, which also includes Minnesota State and Wayne State.
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Budding group fosters artistic niche

Beach Boys bring in the old

Blood Drive
Today & Tomorrow
Brody Complex
Place: Brody South Dining Room
Time: 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

BLOOD DONATING TIPS:
• Please eat a meal before you donate
• Please make an appointment
Call Bob 305-0997

YOU CAN Save Lives

HAVE A HEART
Send her the FTD LoveBunch Bouquet for Valentine's Weekend.

Pretty in pink, sure to please her heart.

Valentine Special
Bad Vas with carnations and Valentine trim. $4.98

500 flowers available with Valentine trim.

Norm Kessel Florist
109 E. Grand River
337-1331

CALEBS NITECLUB
Now appearing ONX
The Baratelli Bachelor Hat Entertainment
Wed., Fri., and Sat. $3 cover charge

THE BOLD ONE
One big, beautiful solid white pail to wrap around a wrist. It's shiny black, sparkling white silk with jet black trim.

Peach Corps Slide Show
Thursday, Feb. 10, 7:30-9:00 p.m., 116 Nat. Sci. Bldg.

PEACE CORPS SLIDE SHOW

For detail on the Peace Corps, call for advance reservations.

If you can put your feelings into words, you give us a place to put them.

282 W. Michigan St., 49040

The Shooce W collected
and turned in

For derar or personal parties, call the Shooce club for advance reservations.

Beach Boys bring in the old

The Beach Boys, whose name comes from "beach Boys," was formed in 1962 in Orange County, California. The group consists of Mike Love, Carl Wilson, Al Jardine, and Brian Wilson.

The Beach Boys are known for their blend of pop, rock, and folk music. They are the pioneers of the surf music genre and are often credited with helping to popularize the genre of pop music known as the Beach Boys sound.

The Beach Boys have released over 40 albums and have sold over 100 million records worldwide. They have been inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and the Museum of Pop Culture.

In addition to their music, the Beach Boys have also been known for their intricate use of recording techniques, including the use of multi tracking, overdubbing, and tape loops.

The Beach Boys have been influential in the development of modern rock music,
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Citizen’s Race
Open to the General Public
February 12
at
Forest Akers West
Registration starts at 8:00 a.m.
Entry fees begin at 8:30 a.m.
Registration fees are $10.00 for pre-registration
$15.00 for non-pre-registration
All proceeds will benefit the Lansing School Fund
Details for pre-registration can be obtained by contacting the Lansing School Fund.
Sponsored by: MSU Student Life-Club
Located at: Forest Akers West

“Valentines Day” at T Jerome’s is February 12th - 14th.
Treat your Sweetheart to a Delightful Dinner for two as well as our regular menu—featuring a unique buffet complete with soup, vegetable and salad bar, plus live ensembles.
*Entertainment Friday and Saturday Nights.
*Fine selection of wines and your favorite cocktails.

T Jerome’s
NORTHHAUS
13823 W. S. 11 Mile Rd. (U.S. 27 N)
(248) 492-6202

Dooley’s
Dooley’s
Dooley’s

As You Getting Everything You Paid For From Your Cassette Recording Tape?

You can find out Friday, February 11th
At Hi-Fi Buys® Free Tape Clinic
Betone Noon and Seven P.M. At Our East Lansing Store
Hi-Fi Buys® is always one step ahead.
Slate names on ballot meet opposition

IN ANN. B. COOPLAY

This is a summary of Chandler Beard.

Board voted last month to allow

students to run for student board
elections.

But, there will be no slate.

Peter S. Coopla is a co-

editor of the student newspaper.

His article is titled "Slate names on ballot meet opposition." It mentions that the student board, in its meeting last month, voted to allow students to run for student board elections. However, there will be no slate. Chandler Beard, the associate editor of the student newspaper, is quoted as saying that the student board was willing to allow the formation of a slate. But, Coopla is concerned about the possibility of a slate. He says that the student board was not sure whether or not to allow a slate.

The student board is concerned about the possible negative effects of a slate on the election. They are worried that it could lead to a decrease in voter turnout. They are not sure if the students would be interested in running for the student board.

The student board is also concerned about the possibility of a slate leading to a decrease in the quality of the student board. They are worried that a slate could lead to a lack of diversity in the student board. They are concerned that a slate could lead to a lack of representation for certain groups of students.

The student board is not sure if the students would be interested in running for the student board. They are not sure if a slate would be beneficial to the student board.
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16

FEBRUARY 16
FREE SLICE DAY
a slice to each person that comes into
BELL'S PIZZA
1135 E. Grand River
11 A.M. to 1:00 A.M.
332-0858

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17

TOWN’S TOWN
Dooley’s
15739 W. Michigan
1-2-3-4-5

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17

AUGUSTUS BROWN
791 W. Michigan
7-8-9-0

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18

HOPE & HARRY’S
821 W. Michigan
8-9-0-1

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18

MARVIN’S PIZZA
6701 S. Saginaw
9-0-1-0

FRI, FEBRUARY 18

LIZZ’S
4617 S. Saginaw
1-0-1-1

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19

PIZZA CONDOMINIUM
6706 S. Saginaw
2-3-4-5

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19

LINDA’S LUMP
1716 S. Saginaw
5-6-7-8
Handicappers allotted parking spaces

By JANE HOWEN
East Lansing Daily Worker

Three parking spaces, one north of the 160, 200 and 300 blocks of the Washington Blvd, were divided for handicappers in a resolution adopted by the Lansing City Council Monday night.

The resolution was submitted by Councilman Richard Baker, James Frost and Robert Hull, all of whom are members of the Tri-County Regional Planning Commission. The membership was voted last week to materialize several suggestions that were made in a report prepared by the City Planning Commission.

Some parking lots have been expanded in the past two years by the Capital Area Transit Authority.

In addition, parking lots will have several advantages for handicappers, use three new, state-of-the-art controls for this: Richard Kenney, Lansing handicapper, said the method: "There is a current Lansing ordinance that states that handicappers can park free in a near area of their work. However, Lansing, that doesn't work." The resolution that was passed states that the handicappers must pay the regular fee.

Eric Sander, MDT's assistant coordinator for handicappers, said that handicappers would provide warning tickets and parking signs designating area for handicappers.

The warning tickets, which are not parking tickets are to educate the administrative public that the spaces are reserved," said, "and to educate the handicappers that parking in the spaces is prohibited.

A resolution presented in the council for the adoption of the Community Development Code Black Grant Third Year Application will be for the next year 1979 was not adopted, even though it stated that a voting group formed in the new two years by the Capital Area Transit Authority.

Valentine plant sale set for

An $8.50 Valentine plant sale set for 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday will be handled by 'U' Horticulture Club.

What more appropriate gift than heart-shaped plants will be at the special sale for Valentine's Day. The M.E. Horticulture Club will hold its special Valentine sale from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday at the center of the International Center, Union and the Horticulture Road Building from 1 to 4 p.m. A spokesperson for the club said the plants are being sparsely enough for the center and will be of the highest quality.

If you're like most people, you're probably skeptical about our ability to make Speed Reading work for you.

O.K. Tonight we'd like to take the opportunity to prove, as we have to millions, that you can read faster... during comprehension.

In fact, we challenge you... to challenge you to come to tonight's Free Speed Reading Lesson armed with the toughest text-book or reading material you own.

We'll show you how to read faster, with comprehension. And, remember, we're not using our materials... books that you may feel are too easy... we're using yours... the toughest you can find!

If you're open minded and want to improve your reading ability, we challenge you, to challenge you to begin tonight, to make reading work for you!